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Australian residential architectural styles have evolved significantly over time, from the early days of
structures made from relatively cheap and imported corrugated iron (which can still be seen in the roofing of
historic homes) to more sophisticated styles borrowed from other countries, such as the Victorian style from
the United Kingdom, the Georgian style from North America and Europe and ...
Australian residential architectural styles - Wikipedia
Minto is a suburb of Sydney, in the state of New South Wales, Australia.Minto is located 42 kilometres
south-west of the Sydney central business district, in the local government area of the City of Campbelltown
and is part of the Macarthur region.
Minto, New South Wales - Wikipedia
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Narragansett is a town in Washington County, Rhode Island, United States. Not the first ship of this name to
be lost to a submarine, Narragansett 9,196 Scott & Coy 531 x 63 T/E 3-Cyl Stm Recip Submarine Loss in
1917 To accommodate the growing fleet, Anglo-American Oil constructed the large storage wharf at Purfleet
on the Thames from where smaller vessels transhipped the commodity to various ...
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